
Caesar Guerini Summit Sporting - bande standard - cal. 12 & 20
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-119-Caesar-Guerini-Summit-Sporting-bande-standard-cal.-12-
20

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber

Chamber
(mm)

Shots Trigger Ejection Chokes MSRP

CG520GR
Summit Sporting Black CI

30" Left Handed
Adjustable 

AU895 C cal. 20  76 mm  2  SMT  Eject.  8 C.I. / SP  
3850.00 € incl.

tax

CG520G
Summit Sporting Black CI

76cm Left Hand 
AU895 C cal. 20  76 mm  2  SMT  Eject.  8 C.I. / SP  

3500.00 € incl.
tax

CG520R
Summit Sporting Black CI

76cm Adjustable Stock 
AU895 C cal. 20  76 mm  2  SMT  Eject.  8 C.I. / SP  

3700.00 € incl.
tax

CG520
Summit Sporting Black CI

76cm CI 
AU895 C cal. 20  76 mm  2  SMT  Eject.  8 C.I. / SP  

3340.00 € incl.
tax

CG524
Summit Sporting Black

81cm CI 
BM894 C cal. 20  76 mm  2  SMT  Eject.  8 C.I. / SP  

3225.00 € incl.
tax

A very high-tech sports rifle. Also available in a left-handed version!

Caliber 20 delivered with a series of 8 interchangeable chokes of the Selectchoke type as well as the
key.
Standard sight band.
Delivered in a luxury case.

Caesar Guerini Summit
The Summit Sporting CG 503 R is an effective tool intended to accomplish one and only task: breaking
plateaus.
Each element is designed and manufactured with care.
The receiver is designed to withstand the life of a competition shotgun at a sustained rate of fire. Its thick
CNC-milled receiver has large bearing surfaces above and below. It's clear that this rifle is built with
durability in mind.
The pins can be easily replaced.
The stock includes an ergonomic handle with a pommel adapting to the palm of the shooter, the stock has an
adjustable comb up and down and left and right.
The barrels are designed to be balanced and offer the greatest possible stability before and during the shot.
The rocker is embellished with a neo modern style engraving, created by the Italian master engraver Dario
Cortini.

12 gauge delivered with a series of 8 interchangeable chokes of the Maxischoke type as well as the
key.
Caliber 20 delivered with a series of 8 interchangeable chokes of the Selectchoke type as well as the
key.
Standard sight band.
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Delivered in a luxury case.
12/76 gauge
Ejector steel rocker
Interchangeable Maxichokes
flat band

Adjustable stock option (only for CG503T, CG503 and CG504): €310

Left-handed supplement: €125

DTS: Competition guns have an adjustable DTS-type stock, with micrometric adjustment. They allow the
shooter to adjust
More precise

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


